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The Use of Obsolete Plates in Early Series
Small Notes

By Peter Huntoon

The 1928 and 1934 series of Silver Certificates, Legal
Tender Notes and Federal Reserve Notes contain several
unusual varieties. Among these are out-of-sequence serial
numbers, apparent changeover pairs, muled notes, and
1934 $5 and $20 Hawaii and 1934 $10 yellow seal issues.
All these varieties have a single cause: the use of obsolete
plates.

An obsolete plate may be defined as any plate that
carries the signatures of an official whose tenure has ex-
pired or any plate that has been made obsolete by a
revision of design. For example, a plate bearing the
Julian and Morgenthau signatures would be obsolete
during the Julian and Vinson administration. Similarly,
a $1 1935D wide margin reverse would be obsolete after
the narrow margin design was adopted.

Obsolete plates were used as an economy measure. All
the design components except the Treasury seal and
serial numbers were engraved on 1928 and 1934 series
plates. Included were the government signatures and in
the case of the Federal Reserve Note plates, the district
seal and four district numbers. If there were a change
in officials, all the obverse plates bearing the former
signature combination would immediately become obso-
lete. The same would be true for plates made obsolete
by minor changes in design. Rather than discard the
existing stock of perfectly good plates after a design
change, it was common practice to use them up during
the following administration.

OUT-OF-SEQUENCE SERIAL NUMBER

Bureau of Engraving and Printing records give the
serial numbers assigned for each signature combination.
Collectors have noticed serial numbers on their notes that
were not assigned to the signatures, such as a Tate and
Mellon 1928 $2 with serial A35395007A. The serial
numbers assigned to Tate and Mellon were supposed to
be A00000001A to A18000000A. How does a note 17
million higher have these same signatures?

The explanation is simple: the Bureau had some extra
1928 $2 obverse plates after Tate left office so it simply
used these plates up during the Woods and Mellon ad-
ministration. As a result, many Tate and Mellon notes
have Woods and Mellon serial numbers.

Out-of-sequence numbering was very common in all
issues of 1928 and 1934 series notes. The most extreme
cases occurred when left-over plates were still being used
up as much as two or more administrations later.

In some instances, so many plates were left over after

a signature change that the succeeding issue largely con-
tained notes printed from obsolete plates. As a result,
the new signatures are much rarer than serial records
indicate. This helps explain why 1928C. D and E $1
Silver Certificates are rarer than would be expected from
the records.

Figure 1. Out-of-sequence serial number. Th
serial numbers assigned to the 1934B $10 Silver
Certificate were B15432001A to B16848000A. This

note carries Julian - Snyder serials.

APPARENT CHANGEOVER PAIRS

Changeover pairs occur only once for each denomina-
tion of each class of notes when signatures change. They
are rare, to say the least, and usually occur at nice,
round, serial numbers. For example, the changeover pair
for the 1928 and 1928A $2 was A18000000A-
A18000001A.

We collectors find many so-called changeover pairs
offered for sale from all the 1928 and 1934 series, many
with odd serial numbers such as seen on the pair shown
in Figure 2. These are as easily explained as the out-of-
sequence serial numbers. As we have seen already, left-
over plates from an earlier signature combination were
frequently used up during a later administration. The
notes were printed on flat bed presses containing four
plates. It was common to use obsolete plates simultane-
ously with current plates. Therefore, one or more of
the plates on a press would contain obsolete signatures.
All sheets printed from the press fell into a single pile.
As the sheets were serial numbered, every so often a
changeover pair would be made. Early serial numbering
progressed down the 12-subject sheet or 6-subject half-
sheet before continuing on to the next sheet. Every
sixth or twelfth note could have a different signature
combination. For example, where a Series of 1928 sheet
lay on top of a Series of 1928A, a normal changeover
was formed, but where a 1928A lay on top of a 1928
sheet, a reverse changeover pair was made so that the
higher serial number was on the older series note.

In one extreme case, 1928B and 1928D $1 plates were
used simultaneously. These apparent changeover pairs
spanned two administrations!

Apparent changeover pairs are quite common and
the collector should be aware that thousands were made
in most 1928 and 1934 issues. When advertised, they
should be distinguished as "apparent changeover pairs."

MULED NOTES

Up until the earlier part of Julian and Morgenthau's
administration before World War II, plate numbers were
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Figure 2. Apparent changeover pair from .1 ulian - Morgenthau to Julian -
Vinson. Note odd serial numbers.
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very small and difficult to read. They were enlarged to
a legible size, and this change was marked by a new
series of notes still containing Julian and Morgenthau's

signatures. For the various classes, the change was as
follows:

DENOMINATION CLASS SMALL PLATE NUMBERS LARGE PLATE NUMBERS

$1 Silver Certificates 1935 1935A
$5,	 10 Silver Certificates 1934 I 934A
$2 Legal Tender Notes 1928C 1928D
$5 Legal Tender Notes 19288 1928C
All Federal Reserve Notes 1 934 1934A

The change from micro to legible plate numbers was
supposed to be simultaneous on both the obverse and
reverse of all notes. In fact, though, this change was
haphazard so we often find micro reverses matched with
legible obverses or micro obverses matched with legible
reverses. The Reverend Frank Hutchins in an excellent
article (PAPER MONEY: Vol. 1, No. 4) coined the term
"muled" to describe these notes and listed most of the
known varieties.

Hutchins pointed out that in the case of $50 notes so
many micro reverse plates were in stock that they were
used until the 1950 series of Federal Reserve Notes. This
means all 1934A, B, C, D and some 1950 $50 Federal
Reserve Notes are muled. In most other denominations,
the micro plates, both obverse and reverse, were used up
before the end of Julian and Morgenthau's administra-
tion. One interesting exception involved $5 micro reverse
plates. A few of these occasionally turned up at the
Bureau and were put to press. This happened during
both the Julian and Vinson and Julian and Snyder ad-
ministrations, resulting in a very small number of muled
1934B and 1934C Silver Certificates and Federal Reserve
fives.

As with obsolete signature plates, micro plates were
often used simultaneously with legible plates so apparent
changeover pairs involving plate number size can be
found.

$5 AND $20 1934 HAWAII AND 1934 NORTH AFRICA ISSUES

Since the changeover to legible plate numbers was in-
stituted prior to World War II, 1934 Julian and Mor-
genthau plates were obsolete at the start of the war.
1934A plates with legible plate numbers were current.
The Hawaiian and yellow seal notes were made after the
war started and were supposed to be Series of 1934A
issues.

Why then were 1934 plates used to make Hawaiian $5
and $20 and yellow seal $10? These notes are simply
muled varieties as described in the last section. Some
obsolete 1934 obverse plates survived until these special
issues were printed and were used up concurrently with
1934A plates. Out of this interesting quirk of fate these
three rare varieties were created.

It would have been nice if some $10 1934 San Fran-
cisco Federal Reserve and $5 1934 Silver Certificate
plates could have also survived so that $10 1934 Hawaii
and $5 1934 yellow seals could have been made to com-
plete the set.

Figure 3. $20 1934 Hawaii. A muted variety
created by use of obsolete 1934 obverse plates. The
obverse plate number is micro while the reverse is

legible.

In almost every case where you have a 1934 $5 or $20
Hawaii or 1934 $10 yellow seal, you will find the reverse
plate number is legible and these notes are indeed muled.
Occasionally, with the $5 Hawaii issue, micro reverse
plates were being used up at the same time micro obverse
plates were being used and as coincidence would have
it, unmuled 1934 $5 Hawaii's were created!
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$1 1935D AND $20 1934C REVERSE VARIETIES

During the Julian and Snyder administration, the
upper and lower margins on the reverse of the $1 were
made narrower, creating the wide and narrow varieties
of the 1935D series. Some wide reverse plates were in
stock after the change and continued to be used up simul-
taneously with the current narrow reverse designs. Con-
sequently, many narrow reverse notes have lower serial
numbers than wide reverse varieties.

Again, apparent changeover pairs involving these re-
verse varieties can be found. Unfortunately, no wide
reverse plates survived to the 1935E series.

The reverse change on 1934C $20 Federal Reserve
Notes where the engraving of the White House was up-
dated has identical varieties as the $1 1935D Silver
Certificates.

THE END OF THE SIGNATURE PROBLEM

The problem of obsolete signatures on plates has been
remedied by typographically overprinting the signatures

It's in the Books

Ey Earl Hughes

QUESTION: What does the word "indented" mean
on some of my Colonial notes?

on the notes. This resulted from knowledge gained in
preparing Series of 1929 National Bank Notes. Rather
than engrave separate plates for every bank, the Bureau
prepared obverse plates bearing the basic design. After
notes were printed from these plates, the bank name,
charter number and bank signatures were overprinted
on the face of the notes. This proved so successful that
the Bureau decided to experiment with overprinting
government signatures.

The first signature overprinting was tried on $1 1935
Silver Certificates. Beginning with the Series of 1950,
all Federal Reserve Notes had their bank seal, four bank
numbers and government signatures overprinted on a
basic obverse design. Aside from taking care of the
signature problem, it is no longer necessary for the
Bureau to have a stock of plates for each Federal Reserve
Bank. With the Series of 1953, all $5 and $10 Silver
Certificates and $2 and $5 Legal Tender Notes underwent
signature overprinting. Now when there is an adminis-
tration change, it is a simple matter to replace the signa-
tures in the overprinting presses.

ANSWER: "INDENTED BILL. Paper money with
an irregular or wavy cut on one side. The part of the
bill that was in circulation could be matched with the
irregular strip cut from it and on which were the same
number and denomination of the bill. It was a method
which was in use for hundreds of years to prevent coun-
terfeiting and to detect counterfeits.—John A. Muscalus,
Dictionary of Paper Money.

* The Trading Post *
The members listed below are interested in trading notes. Please contact them

directly if you are interested in trading. The fee is $2.00 per listing for two issues.
Please note new categories. All future insertions should be sent directly to the Editor.

1. U. S. LARGE NOTES

2. U. S. LARGE NATIONAL BANK NOTES

Robert W. Skadow
6319 N. Oak Park Ave.
Chicago, Ill. 60031

3. U. S. SMALL NOTES

Earl E. Keller, Jr.
419 Morgantown St.
Uniontown, Pa. 15401

4. U. S. SMALL FEDERAL RESERVE NOTES

6. OBSOLETE PAPER MONEY

(Colonials, Continental, Confederate, Broken Bank
Notes, Scrip, etc.)

C. J. Affleck
34 Peyton St.
Winchester, Va.

James L. McKee
158 Lakewood Dr.
Lincoln, Nebr. 68510

John E. Tidwell
408 Cunniff Parkway
Goodlettsville, Tenn. 37072

7. MILITARY CURRENCY
(War, Occupation, Concentration Camp and Emergency
Issues)

S. FRACTIONAL CURRENCY

5. FOREIGN CURRENCY
	

9. MISMATCHED SERIAL NO. NOTES

NOTICE

If more members do not show interest in this non-profit service of their Society
through using more insertions, it will be discontinued as of issue No. 23.
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